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Abstract

The political economy literature on international bailouts has repeatedly shown that the domes-
tic politics of rescued countries influence international bailout compliance. However, we know less
about the domestic politics of bailout negotiations, and especially the type of conditions negotiated
by governments of more developed countries with strong ties to international lenders. This paper
puts forward an argument about the role of a government’s partisanship in shaping the conditions
stipulated between international lenders and developed countries when crises confront the latter.
Consistent with political cover theories, we argue that governments of crisis countries seek to scape-
goat international institutions in order to push domestically unpleasant reforms. However, when
crises affect countries significantly close to international lenders, international institutions may toler-
ate the scapegoating attitude and accept to emphasize governments’ reforms in the direction of their
core ideological constituencies. Focusing on bailout negotiations during the Eurocrisis (2008-2016),
we maintain that while important and painful reforms were discussed at the negotiation tables, the
involved international lenders also accommodated the policy preferences of both left and right gov-
ernments of crisis-ridden countries, everything else constant. So, conditionality came with duress, but
governments were also able to emphasize reforms on the opponents’ policy issues, hence systemati-
cally obtaining fewer measures on their voters’ main policy areas. Regression analyses of an original
country-quarter dataset of EU bailout conditionality measures provide support to our hypothesis.
The findings are relevant to the analysis of partisan politics in economic negotiations and of demo-
cratic deficits in international organizations. Furthermore, this study contributes to understanding
the political accessibility and ideological dynamics of international lending beyond the Eurocrisis.
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1 Introduction

Economic downturns have long sparked interest in the politics of lending conditions by international

financial institutions (IFIs). Recently, a voluminous literature has shed light on the political roots and

ramifications of bailouts, increasingly focusing on developing countries. This trend has however left

two areas of analysis relatively unexplored. First, while the literature assumes that conditionality is an

important mechanism driving international financial negotiations (Copelovitch 2010a), recent works have

concentrated on the effect of IFI conditionality on policy compliance (Blanton, Blanton, and Peksen 2015;

Rickard and Caraway 2018) rather than on the politics leading to conditionality. Furthermore, much

attention has been placed on the preferences of influential investors and lenders when bailouts regard

emerging economies, for example in Latin America and in former Soviet Union countries (Appel and

Orenstein 2012; Grittersová 2017). Relatively little research has investigated what determines varying

conditionality when crisis-stricken countries are close allies —if not even ‘principals’— of international

creditors. This relevant research gap has emerged since the post-2008 global recession, when a number

of developed economies were forced to negotiate bailouts with international lending institutions. Yet,

aside from a few case studies, we still know little about the way politics has shaped bailout conditionality

across advanced democracies.1

Against this background, this paper studies the politics of bailout negotiations between IFIs and

crisis-ridden developed countries, focusing on the case of Europe. Our point of departure is that, while

the domestic politics of troubled countries is a matter of relevance to IFIs about to negotiate reforms

anywhere (Stone 2002), it is especially important when international institutions deal with established

developed democracies. When dealing with these countries, IFIs need to balance between signalling

resolve to potentially contagious economic turmoil and managing the risks of popular backlash and long-

run moral hazard (Bird 2007). So, politically, IFIs want to fill a significant yet bystander role, for the sake

of avoiding public unrest and disobedience (Genovese, Schneider, and Wassmann 2016). Along these lines,

we claim that IFIs let cues about the bargaining government’s willingness and capacity to implement

policy reforms lead the direction of the bailout negotiations, even if at the cost of scapegoating (Vreeland

1999). These cues, we argue, are captured by the partisan ideology of the negotiating government.

This argument leads us to expect that, contrary to those who believe in an unequivocally conservative

position of the Troika on structural reforms, international lenders at the European bailout negotiations

did not a priori prefer to dictate certain types of national policies, or at least allowed the counter-parts

to state their preferences on a bundle of conditions. In concordance with the ‘political cover’ theory of

conditionality (Vreeland 2003), we maintain that partisan governments had room to steer the negotiations

towards their favorite types of conditions. Furthermore, and in line with the logic of policy prescription

and manipulation by partisan lines (Caraway, Rickard, and Anner 2012; Gunaydin 2018; Nelson 2014),

we expect that bailout-seeking governments aimed to marginalize their partisan opponents with policy

conditionality, and successfully settled on a basket of reforms that shielded their main voters, everything

else constant. We contend that this is especially clear in recent European bailouts, because here IFIs’

1. In this paper we refer to bailout conditionality to intend the reforms attached to some international credit. Technically
speaking, bailouts usually refer to exceptional liquidity provisions for immediate payments. However, here we use the term
more generally to also mean the reprieve needed for macroeconomic adjustments and to regain access to financial markets.
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preferences resulted in an adaptable creditor position (Henning 2017), and this flexibility translated in

some tolerance for conceding different types of conditions to different partisan governments. Hence,

governments across the ideological spectrum used the negotiation with the Troika as a way to pursue

reforms that would have otherwise met tremendous domestic opposition.

Our argument is novel because, differently from research that paints IFIs as categorical austerity-

biased lenders (Featherstone 2015), we claim that, when confronted with developed democracies and

specifically countries in close proximity to creditor states, international institutions accept to underplay

a certain type of bailout conditions that is more politically costly and less in line with the domestic

government’s policy manifesto. So, in contrast to studies that stress the disparities of international

financial treatment towards left and right governments (Beazer and Woo 2015; Cho 2013), we propose

that in certain circumstances the IFI’s approach to bailout conditionality may work similarly for right-

and left-wing governments. Pending the arrangement of bailout negotiations and the leverage the rescue

countries have over its creditors, conditionality bargaining may be systematically stacked in ways to at

least partly satisfy the partisan base of the national government, everything else equal.

We interrogate our hypothesis focusing on the case of the European financial crisis (or ‘Eurocrisis’)

that unfolded after 2008. This is a useful empirical ground, because the crisis hit many European

democracies in a matter of months, but yielded a number of national packages with different financing

conditions and reforms (Karagiannis and Konstantinidis 2015). The macroeconomic circumstances of the

exposed countries varied, but within the context of the European Union (EU) many policy levers were

constrained, therefore making all the countries in similar ways reliant on immediate financial relief from

international institutions.2 Importantly, each national government sought to independently negotiate

their external funds. This means that governments with different ideological backgrounds engaged with

the international lenders around the same time, therefore providing a rich range of country-level variation

on the partisanship front while keeping other factors fixed.

We first present the background to rescue programmes in Europe during the global recession, and

introduce our theory of partisan effects on EU bailout negotiations and the resulting conditionality. We

then present originally collected country-quarter data that covers all the twelve bailouts that stroke in

Europe between 2008 and 2016.3 In line with disaggregated studies of conditionality (Vreeland 2006), our

data separate conditions with respect to their policy outcomes. Given our theoretical framework, we dis-

tinguish conditions targeting finance (capital) sector measures and public sector labour reforms, among

others. Our statistical analyses of the varying conditions negotiated in eight EU countries throughout

a decade indicate two important patterns. We find that the bailout conditions for a more conservative

government include fewer finance-related requests such as capital control or market liberalisation con-

straints. By contrast, the conditions for a more left-wing government include fewer public sector reforms

such as cuts to wages for labour. So, while the results confirm that government partisanship matters a

great deal in the course of bailout negotiations, they also indicate that governments of different ideolog-

2. Our study extends to the European continent. As we discuss below, our theory and analyses are not contingent only
on countries in the European Monetary Area (EMU), although we recognise that those might have been the more involved
ones. We come back to this point later in the paper.

3. As we discuss below, our country cases are consistent with the bailout programs identified in other research. See, e.g.,
Henning (2017).
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ical types come out of the negotiations with conditions that are consistent with the policy preferences of

their core ideological group.

The findings provide insights to the study of international conditional policies and the politics of

international organisations more broadly. First, with respect to European politics, our results challenge

blank notions of ‘technocratic dictatorship’ (Giddens 2012) and indicate that IFIs dealing with crisis-

ridden governments in the European Union indeed indicated painful directions of domestic adjustments,

but also allowed governments to get there with their democratically elected policy preferences. Our em-

pirical findings also speak to classical research on conditionality and the politics of lending (Pop-Eleches

2008; Vreeland 2003) because we show that left and right governments do not have differential treat-

ments, and either side of government can get more of their favorite type of policy reforms. Furthermore,

our theory suggests that this is not just solo manoeuvring by governments: in the case of European

bailouts, the Troika, on average, allowed governments to refine conditionality in favour of their partisan

base. In sum, our paper supports the view that, when borrowers are close to shareholders such as in

the case of European countries, technocratic institutions may discriminate across the partisan interests

of the governments at the negotiation table. This may have worked in favor of leaders and lobby groups

of European nations in the early 2000s; however, it may be one of the political reasons why developing

countries feel mistreated by Western IFIs and are increasingly moving towards other lenders of last resort.

2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Negotiating Rescue Funds During The Global Recession: The Role of

Governments’ Partisanship

Soon after the outbreak of the 2008 Great Recession in the United States, Europe became the main

epicentre of the global financial crisis. Faced with pressing deficits, quick drying-out of external financial

flows and the uncertainty of default, the governments of several European countries turned to inter-

national financial institutions for assistance. The International Monetary Fund (IMF), the European

Central Bank (ECB) and the European Commission (EC) reacted promptly to the necessity of the af-

fected countries in order to diffuse concerns with moral hazard and crisis spillover. Between 2008 and

2016 (and effectively until 2018), these three institutions, together referred to as the ‘Troika’, designed

most bailout plans in the European continent.4

As for many similar programs across the world, the Troika offered rescue in exchange for economic

conditions that had to restore the confidence of markets and legitimise the borrowing in donor countries.

The lenders systematically requested adjustment programmes centred on a number of cardinal measures,

including fiscal austerity and competitiveness through reforms. All these measures were devised and

revised together with the government of the state seeking support. Consequently, each bailout package

was subject to negotiations that eventually led to different bailout programmes described in the so-called

Memoranda of Understanding (MoU).

4. This paper treats the IMF, the ECB and the EC as same-level institutions. We are wary of the simplicity of assuming
the unitary agency of these actors (Copelovitch 2010b), and do in fact assume that there were significant coordination
efforts across these agents. At the same time, we keep a unitary reference of the ‘Troika’ for the elaboration of our theory.
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It is noteworthy that each EU-based MoU included a varying number and depth of reforms. In the

case of Greece in 2011-12, more than 100 conditions were listed in the negotiated contracts. By contrast,

Ireland’s 2012 MoU featured less than 50 conditions. Classical theories of international lending suggest

that this variation is a function of the steepness of financial demands in the crisis countries, for the

more troubled the economy the harsher the conditions for rescue (Dreher and Gassebner 2012; Mosley,

Harrigan, and Toye 1995). However, with perhaps the exception of Greece, the scale of the crisis within

each country does not seem to be a conclusive explanation for different forms of conditionality in the

EU.

To give a perspective, Cyprus aimed for a 10 billion Euro bailout, which corresponded to one third of

its annual GDP. Latvia aimed for less than 5 billion, reflecting a much smaller fraction of national income;

nonetheless, Latvia received in total a similar amount of conditions as Cyprus. Also importantly, the

MoUs stressed different sets of conditional measures. The bailout in Cyprus put emphasis on financial

market conditions, such as the regulation of firms and especially banks (including capital targets and

controls). By contrast, the Latvia bailout included significant measures on the public sector (such as

social benefit cuts and labour deregulation). Evidently, fundamental differences in crisis mechanisms,

explaining the built-up of fiscal vulnerabilities across these countries, called for different policy measures

and could perhaps explain this variation. But even then, there is substantive variation among the

bailout-related policy reforms among similarly fiscally vulnerable countries. For example, Spain and

Cyprus (with similar trends of national debt and sovereign bond yields, and roots of the crisis in the

banking system) had different levels of labour conditions in relation to the public sector.

In order to explain the variation expressed in the EU bailout agreements, recent research focuses on

the explanatory role of political factors. Anner and Caraway (2010) and Caraway, Rickard, and Anner

(2012), for example, show evidence that in recent decades, democracies with stronger domestic labour

institutions received less intrusive conditions in their loan programs. Others have focused on politicians’

sensitivity to forthcoming elections. Along these lines, Schneider (2019) suggests that upcoming elections

in EU countries have had significant effects on budgetary as well as bailout negotiations for borrowing

and borrower countries (see also Rickard and Caraway 2018).

This research relies on the institutional variation influencing the national politics of bailouts, stressing

the effect of electoral uncertainty and the outcome of domestic coalition building. Surprisingly, this

scholarship gives small emphasis to executive partisanship and how this might explain different outcomes

of bailout conditionality (Dreher, Sturm, and Vreeland 2013; Nelson 2014). Drawing on this latter

research, we contend the partisan ideology of the negotiating executive creates significant leverage on the

conditional agreements for a number of reasons. First, technocrats pay particular attention to cues that

signal the genuine commitment of borrowing governments (Pop-Eleches 2008). This may be especially

true if IFIs care about the shared interests of their donors (Mosley 2003), and if the reputation of donors

is linked to borrowing countries, like in the case of the EU (Gray 2009; Walter, Ray, and Redeker 2020).

In Europe, the Troika may have tried to set up the representatives of the borrowers so to succeed, hence

opening to the the domestic preferences of their ideological base (Bearce 2003; Quinn and Toyoda 2007).

Additionally, partisanship may be important for the relations between international lenders and
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borrowing developed countries because partisan ideology locks the negotiating governments onto an

agenda that is scrutinised by domestic oppositions (Beazer and Woo 2015; Boin, Hart, and McConnell

2009). By letting an ideological government request certain programmes instead of others in exchange

for rescue, IFIs may create additional domestic watchdogs for the reform programmes. As others have

indicated, these considerations are relevant in the context of the Eurocrisis, given the strong voice of

domestic groups and opposition parties in the course of the financial meltdown (Walter, Ray, and Redeker

2020). European governments meeting the Troika had plenty of domestic discussions on the positions

to take at the negotiation table, and countries with different internal political motivations had different

types of success at the bailout negotiations (Karagiannis and Konstantinidis 2015).

Evidently, executive positions seek to safeguard the governments’ core constituencies, and therefore

to protect their ideological issue domains (Alesina and Roubini 1992; Hicks and Swank 1992). It is

however up to debate what conditions may follow from each type of ideological bargaining. Some assume

that right-wing governments prefer to take control of market-oriented reforms due to the fact that their

political allies are pro-market. However, financial sector reforms can be burdensome if they require new

standards of private behaviour (Lane 2012). Similarly, while left-wing governments are more tied to the

public sector, it is unclear if they may systematically prefer to implement labour conditions, trying to

shape them in favour of workers, or would rather leave it to others to handle.

We contend that governments would avoid reforms, especially if in their policy domain (i.e., if they

are more likely to affect their salient domestic interest groups). Yet, and diverging from some recent

research on international conditionality (e.g. Beazer and Woo 2015), we suggest that in the European

case one side of partisanship did not burden governments more than the other. Evidently, left and

right governments may still engage with —and perhaps sometimes even welcome— conditionality for

catalytic purposes (Woo 2013). For example, left leaders in emerging economies may adopt financial

conditions to improve their perceived creditworthiness in international markets (Cho 2013). However,

partisan governments of advanced economies may have more influence in selectively choosing the type of

preferred conditionality due to their ability to play off different creditors or use other financing channels

(Henning 2017; Vaughn 2019). Consequently, we contend that both sets of ideology could work out

agreements that would protect their base.5

Prima facie evidence that partisanship played an influential role in the agenda setting of conditional-

ity in Europe, often at the expense of domestic opponents, is relatively easy to trace. Some comparisons

provide important anecdotes. For example, throughout the bailout years, Latvia had a center-right gov-

ernment that settled on more public sector labour conditions (and specifically reductions to public sector

wages) than, as a way of comparison, the Tsipras-headed left-wing government in Greece (Aslund 2013).6

Importantly, this observation suggests that both Latvia’s and Greece’s governments responded to their

5. Clearly, some policies are preferred by a minority of domestic actors but may have larger repercussions —for example,
bank recapitalization in Spain caused home evictions that hurt average voters. Similarly, some policies may (re)create
corrupt relationships that hurt in other sectors (Reinsberg, Kentikelenis, and Stubbs 2021). While we take domestic
interests for granted, we implicitly assume that these dynamics could occur for both right and left governments. We
explore these alternative mechanisms that could impact the effect of partisanship on bailout conditionality in the empirical
section.

6. Vice versa, for the left-wing Greek government of Syriza, the rescue plan focused on a host of conditions including a
much more ambitious privatisation plan (e.g. privatising its entire energy transmission network operator scheme) than any
other right-wing governments in Europe (Wearden 2015).
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‘power base.’ Equally importantly, commentators claim that governments in these countries effectively

‘made EU institutions a scapegoat for [. . . ] the settled reforms’ (Schranz 2014).7 This commentary sug-

gests that the international institutions involved in EU bailouts tried to appease the core constituencies

of the negotiating governments, and that these succeeded in pushing an agenda that would cost more

to their ideological adversaries. Below we further explore the implications of this claim for Eurocrisis

bailout conditionality.

2.2 Troika-Government Negotiations and Concessions During the Eurocrisis

We contend that crisis governments across the European continent were successful at pitching their policy

interests to international lenders and therefore impose burdens for the opposition for one reason: the

Troika’s approach to each bargaining country may have been intentionally malleable in order to converse

with government-specific preferences, and hence resist further backlash.

The assumption that the Troika could maintain a certain political flexibility during financial negoti-

ations is of course not new. Research on the political dynamics of the IFIs and the shareholder influence

over the IMF (Caraway, Rickard, and Anner 2012; Copelovitch 2010a; Dreher 2004; Stone 2008) sug-

gests that, if the politics of crises are particularly salient to the institutions’ shareholders, international

bureaucrats may be willing to make concessions to governments in order to lessen the burden of reforms.

In the case of the European bailouts, we expect this flexibility to be observable across governments with

different partisan ideology. This is because of at least two reasons. First, in the Eurocrisis, the credi-

tors —and especially the ECB and the EC— tried to ensure a particularly high level of responsiveness

towards voters (Genovese, Schneider, and Wassmann 2016; Henning 2017; Schneider 2019). While some

scholarship indicates that IFIs, and in particular the IMF, are more ideologically in line with right-wing

governments (Lane 2012), this does not imply that the Troika —given its complex structure and the

difficult politics of internal coordination— would only cater to the favoured reforms of right government

while fighting left governments on their policy ground. As Beazer and Woo (2015) show, international

lenders have often struggled to find the optimal level of finance reforms and market liberalisation for

right governments. Similarly, IFIs are aware that left governments concerned about workers’ opposition

to labour-related loan conditions tend to be more aggressive, and have frequently appeased less labour

measures for those governments (Rickard and Caraway 2014). In the specific case of the Troika, a co-

herent political preference seemed also particularly complex to arrange (Henning 2017). Some observers

claim that in the Eurocrisis the IMF played a cushioned role because on the one hand it was there to

back up the creditor European countries (e.g. Germany) but on the other it was not intended to upset

European harmony.

Furthermore, the Troika may have well guaranteed European governments to shape bailouts towards

conditions in affinity to their domestic policy agenda because of their rather central role in the inter-

national arena (Copelovitch 2010b), and in the EU itself. EU membership creates a special seal of

7. To be clear, external vulnerability and international power politics also affected the bailouts of these countries. Given
its geopolitical vulnerability towards Russia, Latvia was willing to accept a ‘whatever-it-takes’ number of conditions for
an IMF deal whereas Greece used its geopolitical leverage to play Europe off against Russia. While these dynamics are
beyond the scope of this paper (and we assume these different political stories can be absorbed by the fixed effects of our
statistical models), they were equally important factors in the context of the European financial crisis.
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credibility, so EU institutions not only decrease perceptions of risks, but also of policy recklessness. This

means that during the global recessions EU governments may have had enough clout to lobby the Troika

for the policies that the domestic partisan base is less resentful of. The central question, then, is what

set of conditions are most collectively preferable in a negotiation between the Troika and EU countries,

given different types of ideological governments.

Common wisdom advocates that right politicians favour contracts that allow for privatisation and

market liberalisation, while left politicians favour market restructuring in favour of public labour (Gu-

naydin 2018; Woo 2013). It follows that both would try to seek conditions on these respective fronts to

have a monopoly of their policy fields. However, the so-called ‘political cover’ hypothesis (Vreeland 2006)

indicates that governments may ask for targeted loan conditions in order to make their desired reforms

more politically feasible without IFIs on their back. This hypothesis is supported by evidence suggesting

that the more politically savvy the government at a loan negotiation, the less politically controversial

the proposed reforms (Dreher, Sturm, and Vreeland 2013; Rickard and Caraway 2014).

This line of thought entails that the optimal strategy for governments from either side of the ide-

ological spectrum is to accept relatively fewer measures from their most salient policy domain. For

example, everything else equal, right governments would accept fewer international financial measures

(i.e.,economic restructuring and bank monitoring) than left-leaning governments, which would be more

focused on protecting the labour force. Of course, more subtle (but meaningful) differences in condi-

tionality packages may exist due the composition of left and right parties’ electoral base (Bulfone and

Tassinari 2021) and the possible nature of broad coalitions in a country (Armingeon, Guthmann, and

Weisstanner 2016). However, we can leverage this simplification as some studies on the role of partisan

effects during the Eurocrisis suggest that left-right partisan divisions made for different positions on

austerity and therefore on policy reforms (Genovese and Schneider 2020; Hübscher 2016). Thus, our

intuition is that governments would try to scapegoat international lenders for reforms in the opponents’

fields, and is consistent with research that indicates that right governments have more difficulty com-

mitting to IFI-imposed financial conditions and would rather prefer to organically do market reforms

without conditionality.8 We extend the ‘scapegoating’ hypothesis by claiming that, in the context of

the EU, both right- and left-governments may be successful at anchoring the negotiations to their most

salient domestic principals.

Right governments can convince IFIs to let them pursue (more) labor reforms because they have

the political capability to implement them compared to left leaders, who are usually more tied by

unions (Lee and Woo 2021; Reinsberg, Kentikelenis, and Stubbs 2021). But also and perhaps differently

from developing countries, financial actors in developed democracies do not need a boost of confidence

from lenders and would thus rather deal with financial sector reforms without international authorities

(Claessense, Demirguc-Kunt, and Huizinga 2001). The Troika’s goal during the Eurocrisis was first

and foremost to provide credit at the scope of calming markets in the short run. Consequently, we

conjecture that the lenders conceded to the right governments’ preferences to, on the one hand, pursue

fewer financial sector reforms without conditionality sticks and, on the other hand, to play scapegoat for

8. Similarly, in times of recession, right governments seem more aggressive about fiscal measures targeting wage freezes
and pension cuts (Alesina and Tabellini 1990).
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labour sector reforms, given the higher chance these pass with a conservative executive.

Vice versa, left governments can convince lenders to prioritize conditions related to the taxation and

regulation of capital because these —at least in moderate cases of international economic competition—

tend to be successfully deployed by the left. We believe the Troika accepted this position because left

governments often threaten to leave rescue negotiations altogether, even at the cost of finding another

lender of last resort (Gunaydin 2018; Nooruddin and Woo 2015). In the context of the Eurocrisis, where

international lenders were placed at the bailout negotiation table to discuss credit but also as independent

watchdogs, we believe that left governments used these credibility and escape threats to their advantage.

Consequently, we expect that these partisan preferences were at least partially received, and that the

Troika allowed for scapegoating also with left governments.

The envisioned interactions between partisan governments and the Troika and the resulting bailout

conditions can be formalized in a game theoretic model, which we report in the Appendix. There, we

present a non-cooperative finite extensive form game in the tradition of Hart and Mas-Colell (1996). The

government is the agent of its stronger domestic principals —e.g. finance-oriented interest groups for the

right, and labour-oriented groups for the left. It commits to a policy that is congruous to its internal

interest, and reveals this political affinity in the negotiations with the lenders by signalling a bailout

preference that matches its policy affinity. So, a right government proposes an agreement that protects

its capital-oriented voters from, e.g., more state-bound finance regulations. Vice versa, a left government

proposes an agreement that protects labour interests from, e.g., restructuring and deregulation, especially

in the public sector.

The equilibrium exists in a condition in which the Troika and the government are better off agreeing

on the policy affinity-driven outcome rather than outside options (see the proof in the Appendix). The

nuance stands on the fact that the Troika is a non-partisan institution whose main goal is to achieve a

bailout, and therefore whose utility to settle on an agreement is not sensitive to the policy preferences

of the government.9 The main inference of the model is that the unique subgame perfect equilibrium

outcome of the envisioned bargaining process tends to respect domestic governments’ political affinities

without making either partisan inclination diverge the behaviour of the Troika.

The formal model yields two empirically testable implications. First and most importantly, the model

makes a clear suggestion on the directional effects of partisanship on different forms of bailout conditions.

Because left-wing governments have a stronger synergy with their domestic labour powers than they do

with their domestic capital powers (and vice-versa for right-wing governments), left-wing governments

obtain bailout agreements with more financial-oriented conditions, whereas right-wing governments ob-

tain bailout agreements with more public sector oriented conditions. In short: right and left European

governments are more likely to negotiate with the Troika conditions on relatively more public sector and

financial market condition, respectively.

The second order implication is a qualitative suggestion about the types of conditions settled by

the negotiations. Deviating from previous research (Karagiannis and Konstantinidis 2015), the model

9. In the formal model, this is evidenced by the fact that the Troika’s utility is determined by the willingness to meet the
financial necessities of the country given a matching magnitude of conditions, irregardless their policy affinity. Essentially,
the shape of the Troika’s utility in a game played with a government favoured by left voters is equivalent to that of a game
played with a government favoured by right voters.
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does not imply that more bailout conditions are received by any type of government. In other words,

there is no clear prediction on whether right governments should receive fewer conditions on average,

as others have suggested. Similarly, there is no indication that reforms without a clear partisan nature

may be linked to one type of partisan government more than another. Whilst these implications may

be intrinsically interesting, we think they do not interject our quantity of interest (i.e.,the effect of

government partisanship on issue-based conditionality), and are therefore beyond the scope of this paper.

Nonetheless, we also investigate them in the statistical analysis later in the paper.

3 Qualitative Insights and Empirical Considerations

The details of a number of European bailouts seem to confirm the interchange across types of reforms

based on governments’ partisan ideology. We focus here on financial and public sector reforms, with

particular emphasis on banking on the one hand, and labour on the other hand. Surely, historical ac-

counts indicate that in the crisis years the status quo in the financial sector prevailed, for the orthodox

insistence on the financial system’s role as a fundamental economic intermediary dominated in the Eu-

ropean public discourse (Kotarski 2018; Walter, Ray, and Redeker 2020). This, however, does not mean

that the financial sector remained unscathed. In fact, banking sector conditions —in the form of, e.g.,

higher capital targets and new capital requirement schedules— remained a crucial item in many MoUs.

Evidently, financial sector conditions have different impacts depending on whether they target public or

private banks, and the extent to which the credit is externally owned. Nonetheless, financial reforms

still remain in the capital market domain, and mostly affect investors. By contrast, other reforms spill

over to other markets and affect different vulnerable groups. For example, public sector reforms directly

affect the labour force.

Quite remarkably, several accounts of the EU bailout negotiations indicate that bailout conditions

varied as right and left wing governments positioned themselves towards internal adjustments and do-

mestic policy reforms. As Morlino and Sottilotta (2019) report, in June 2012 the Spanish government led

by right leader Mariano Rajoy accepted (up to) 100 billion euros as a ‘loan’ to recapitalise the country’s

ailing banks. In order to contain the risk of a financial meltdown, the Spanish government accepted

harsh conditions. These reforms included choices that the left found extremely undesirable, such as

the nationalization of banks, job cuts and losses on creditor bondholders. Notably, the Troika quickly

consented to these choices. Additionally, ECB governing council member Panicos Demetriades said in an

interview in September 2012 that one reason the ECB would not have to buy Spanish bonds was “that

Spanish politics will get in a way of a rapid solution.” These words show the relatively openness of the

EU institutions to the nature of preferred reforms (Boesler 2012).

A similar —although directionally opposite— story emerges from the interactions between the Troika

and the Irish government. The Irish case is interesting because the first MoU was negotiated by the

minority governing party led by the conservative Fianna Fáil, and then renegotiated after the 2012

election by the new government of Fine Gael and Labour. In the first MoU signed by the conservative

government, the minimum wage was cut by 12.5% and unemployment benefits by e750m. Importantly,

“the deal did not involve any change to Ireland’s jealously-guarded 12.5% corporate tax rate” preferred
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by the conservative elites (Strupczewski and Toyer 2010). Vice versa, the first thing the progressive

government did in 2012 was to reverse the cut in the minimum wage, reduce the proportion of the

consolidation taken by cuts, and increase targeted taxes. It is also noteworthy that, while the Irish

MoUs were written under duress, some reports indicate that the interactions with the institutions were

mixed. In the words of the chief economist with the Irish Congress of Trade Unions, Paul Sweeney, the

“IMF was substantially easier and more open to deal with than the Commission and the ECB”. But even

then, the EU institutions allowed the new Irish government to obtain major renegotiations that steered

policies in new directions. Whilst these were not necessarily seen as a success by the public, tweaks to

conditional reforms left a partisan mark and relieved in part the public servants from major pressure

(Sweeney 2015).

Our theory sheds light on both these case studies. Furthermore, it suggests that, in case of more

neutral/centrist governments and keeping everything else constant, the mix of bargained conditions was

possibly more balanced. This is the case of the early stages of the Hungarian bailout negotiations, for

example. Finding itself on the verge of financial collapse, in 2009 the non-partisan caretaker administra-

tion of Gordon Bajnai turned to the European Union and the IMF to secure bailout funding. Hungary

had many of the Greek and Irish features: whereas the fiscal statistics of the country were off the charts

(like in Greece), the radical financial reforms during the early 2000s set in motion an unseen private

credit-boom bust cycle amidst weak fiscal fundamentals (like in Ireland). Our theory would suggest

that, against this background and in light of the (non) partisan nature of the government, a mix of

financial reforms and labor market reforms would have been needed to revive the Hungarian economy.

This is what we find in the data —namely a relative balance of conditions on different issue spaces.10

Note that the role of partisan governments described in these cases and denoted in our theory does not

hinge on the imminence of elections. In fact, our theory is based on the assumption that at the moment of

the bailout negotiations, a domestic government is fully in power and committed to enact the negotiated

reforms in a credible shadow of the future. Clearly, this assumption is weak if incumbents are expected

to run an election not too far from the time of a bailout negotiation. Furthermore and perhaps more

importantly, unexpected government crises and unscheduled elections may undermine this assumption.

Public opinion may shift swiftly during a financial crisis, governments can easily lose a confidence vote,

and in non-cyclical elections voters may choose a given party because that party promises to deal with

a given sector (e.g. the financial sector or the public sector) to regain economic confidence. In that

case, it perhaps makes no sense for international lenders to discuss that sector as part of the package to

begin with, and the distinction between the packages demanded from left vs. right leaning governments

may have little to do with the logic of IFI acceptance proposed here. Our theory does not address this

potential source of reverse causality (nor does our formal model). But while we cannot a priori exclude

these alternative explanations, our empirical analyses can account for the effect of drivers of public

opinion that may affect voters’ choices in cyclical elections as well the effect of non-cyclical elections.

We can control for significant public mood changes as well as de facto unexpected elections that might

10. For the active bailout years, Hungary had a mean of 1.8 financial conditions compared to 2.0 financial conditions in
the whole sample of European bailout countries; similarly, Hungary had an average of 0.2 public sector (labour) conditions
compared to 0.6 equivalent conditions in the whole sample.
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undermine the credibility of a party negotiating bailout terms, assuming it may be out of government

in the future. Presumably, there may be no substantive differences between partisan types of bailout

reforms on the onset of these events. However, if we were to find different levels of financial and public

reforms exist following these events, then our theory would still have relevance. We tackle these and

other potential empirical questions in the analyses below.

4 Research Design

We test the implications of our theoretical argument with a statistical analysis based on originally

collected data. In this section we introduce the new dataset and the variables used to perform the

analysis. We then discuss the findings from our econometric models.

4.1 Dataset and Variables

Our argument suggests that the ideology of a European government, be it right or left, influenced the

type of conditional policies agreed in the EU rescue programmes. We conjecture that, everything else

constant, European governments were able to strike conditions that would impose more reforms on the

policy domains of their ideological opposition. It is fair to note that some important characteristics

varied across the observed bailout countries. For instance, our countries had different trade deficits

and debts, and scholars have noted that these characteristics determine bailout vulnerability (Walter,

Ray, and Redeker 2020). Similarly and as highlighted in the previous section, the observed governments

had various forms of partisan bases, and in some of them coalitions were more likely than in others

(Armingeon, Guthmann, and Weisstanner 2016). While we recognize these caveats, we nevertheless

rely on the scholarship that underscores how left and right parties behaved differently policy-wise in

the course of the Eurocrisis (Hübscher 2016). Accordingly, both sides of the ideological spectrum tried

to protect core groups of voters in the course of the crisis years (Afonso and Bulfone 2019) and thus,

presumably, when interacting with the Troika.

Consequently, we expect that right-wing governments negotiated relatively fewer conditions in eco-

nomic policies directed at private financial sectors, for example, regulations of financial activities, tighter

banking supervision, and corrective actions in the banking sector (Claessense, Demirguc-Kunt, and

Huizinga 2001; Woo 2013). By contrast, right-wing governments stipulated relatively more conditions

traditionally rejected by the left, such as reduction of public spending and the liberalization of public

sector labour markets (Caraway, Rickard, and Anner 2012; Gunaydin 2018). Seeking to test this conjec-

ture, we collected data that measure the multiple types of bailout conditions settled across the continent

during the Eurocrisis.

Our unit of analysis is country-quarters. Our time unit is quarters for two reasons. First, bailouts

are usually quarterly reviewed and potentially renegotiated on a quarter premise. The MoUs mention

quarters themselves (e.g. actions to be completed by the end of Q1 in Ireland, or end of April/end of

December in Romania). Additionally, we have refined information at the quarterly level for the bailout

negotiation decisions, executive partisanship and other relevant macroeconomic variables. We collected
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information for all quarters between the beginning of 2008, which corresponded to the beginning of the

global crisis, and the end of 2015, when the data collection concluded. The dataset includes all relevant

EU bailout programmes; it truncates on the last Greek rescue package, but it includes information on

the Greek executive reshuffles in the last quarter of 2015 and the beginning of the third bailout round

of negotiations. The dataset contains all eight EU countries rescued by the Troika, for a total of 30

observations per case. Table 1 refers to the relevant bailout negotiations, their timeline, and the scale of

the targeted funds.11

Table 1: EU Bailouts

Country Duration Quantity

Hungary November 2008 — October 2010 15.6 out of e20bn.
Latvia December 2008 — December 2011 4.5 out of e7.5bn.

Romania I May 2009 — June 2011 19.6 out of e20.6bn.
Greece I & II May 2010 — June 2015 215.9 out of e245.6bn.

Ireland November 2010 — December 2013 68.2 out of e68.2bn.
Romania II March 2011 — June 2013 1.15 out of e6.15bn.
Portugal May 2011 — June 2014 76.8 out of e79bn.

Spain July 2012 — December 2013 41.3 out of e100bn.
Cyprus May 2013 — March 2016 10 out of e10bn.

Romania III October 2013 — September 2015 2.6 out of e6.5bn.
Greece III August 2015 — August 2018 86 out of e86bn.

For each EU crisis country, we report the bailout programme period from beginning of
negotiations to end of commitment. For reference, we also report the amount of negotiated
assistance out of proposed assistance in Euros (e).

Our main outcome variables capture different types of bailout conditions. We distinguish these by

the main policy domains belonging to right and left governments. Following classical literature on issue

ownership and partisan policy making (Alesina and Roubini 1992; Hicks and Swank 1992), we expect left-

wing governments to prefer policies that increase government spending and induce growth in the public

sector. By contrast, we expect right ones to favour policies that induce lower spending and more balanced

budgets in favour of private sector development. We keep a distinction between ‘financial sector’ measures

and ‘public sector labour’ measures to represent the more right- and left-oriented domains, respectively.

The distinction between these mutually exclusive sets of conditionality measures is simple but is used in

the relevant literature (Dreher and Jensen 2007). We therefore construct two separate outcome variables:

Financial Sector Conditions and Public Sector Labour Conditions. These variables are a count of all

the conditions that fall into each respective type.12 In the Appendix, we report illustrative examples of

the reforms that we code for each of these two variables, respectively (Table A.1). Some reforms can

be envisioned as policies of right wing governments and vice versa. Interestingly, while some financial

reforms seem to naturally represent conservative free market policies (e.g. in terms of expected volumes

of capital injection in the banking sector and banking liberalization), others seem reasonably acceptable

11. For completeness we include all the bailouts in their full duration, although our dataset is truncated at 2016.
12. Conditions within each category could vary in intensity. For example, it is clear that requiring only one major bank

to recapitalize by a distant date may be less burdensome than requiring many major banks to do so in a short period of
time. While our coding detects each individual measure in a clean matter, we do not weigh these conditions in any specific
way, and we count singularly for each individual (bulletin-style) reform.
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for left governments (e.g. Romania’s 2012-13 schedule of national inspections of private banks).

To collect data for these outcome variables, we retrieved all published texts of the bailout agree-

ments.13 All the conditions the crisis country agreed to take on each given yearly quarter were added

together, so to construct non-negative count variables. For Financial Sector Conditions, we identified

policies such as financial sector surveillance, banks restructuring and banking regulations. For Public

Sector Labour Conditions, we identified policies such as wage freezes and pension reforms. Figure 1 and

Figure 2 show the agreed reforms across countries for the period from the first quarter of 2008 to the

first quarter of 2015. The figures indicate that the policy reforms observed in the MoUs regard more the

financial sector than anything else. A given quarter of any country in the sample has on average one

financial measure, and some countries (e.g. Cyprus and Greece) reached up to 16 such measures in one

single quarter. However, a substantive amount of conditions regard public sector labour reforms, with

some countries (e.g. Romania) reaching up to 6 such measures at one point in time. According to our

coding, when there is no ongoing bailout or the bailout schedules no measures for a particular quarter,

this variable adopts the value of 0.14

Table 2: Variables Summary

Variable Mean S.Dev Min Max Obs

Financial Sector Conditions

Overall 0.8 2.0 0.0 16.0 288
Between 0.3 0.4 1.1 8

Public Sector Labour Conditions

Overall 0.3 0.8 0.0 6.0 288
Between 0.2 0.0 0.7 8

Other Labour Conditions

Overall 0.6 1.8 0.0 14.0 288
Between 0.6 0.0 1.9 8

Sum of All Conditions

Overall 6.2 15.2 0.0 116.0 288
Between 5.5 0.9 14.8 8

Government Partisanship: L - R

Overall 5.4 1.7 1.1 8.4 288
Between 0.9 4.2 7.2 8

Public Debt

Overall 76.4 41.6 8.2 181.8 288
Between 37.3 28.4 145.2 8

Balance of Payments

Overall −3.8 7.3 −37.4 16.3 232
Between 3.3 −8.5 0.6 8

Interest Rate

Overall 6.1 3.4 0.8 25.4 288
Between 1.7 4.1 9.3 8

This table describes the main variables specified in our models.

See the Appendix for the description of the variable distribution across time.

13. The coding was performed by two individuals (aggregate Krippendorff’s inter-coder reliability α: 0.88) and was based
on the Memoranda of Understanding and any relevant additional documents related to the MoU. All bailout agreements can
be found at the European Commission website: http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/assistance_eu_ms/index_en.htm.

14. All measures without a due date contained in a bailout agreement are added and divided by the number of quarters
for which the bailout is to be in force. When agreements are revised, the previous agreement remains in force. Thus,
measures scheduled in revisions are added to those agreed in the original bailout and in previous revisions.
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Our empirical test concentrates on the finance-oriented and public sector labour conditions, with

the expectation that right and left EU governments would negotiate less of these respective types of

measures. However, we also collected information on other measures, which we use to gauge with more

precision whether our results are indeed driven by our theoretical expectations. Specifically, we generated

a Bailout Conditionality Sum variable, which aggregates all the conditions listed in each MoU without any

issue-specific distinction. Additionally, we created the Other (Non-Public) Labour Conditions variable

that collects more technical issues related to specific, non public jobs (these are, for example, quotas on

specific licenses for general practitioners). These variables are described in Table 2. We present these

results for the purposes of further corroborating our main findings.

To get at the heart of our argument, we exploit Government Partisanship as our main explanatory

variable. There are, of course, several possible ways to conceptualize and compute the partisanship of

any given government. Here, we seek to measure the partisan inclination (or ‘balance’) of the executive

on the premise of each party included in government, in order to capture ideological nuances that exist

in multi-party, coalition-based European governments (Bulfone and Tassinari 2021). Our measure is

generated via ParlGov, a cabinet-party database containing Chapel Hill Expert Surveys Series (CHESS)

data, and public information about institutional seats (Döring and Manow 2015).15 This database scales

the ideology for each party and counts the number of seats of each party on the national Parliament.

We then followed a two-step procedure. In the first step, we computed the total number of seats of each

party in a given cabinet over the total number of parliamentary seats of the cabinet; we then multiplied

this quantity by the ideology of each party in the government coalition according to the CHESS scale.

In the second step, we averaged the values obtained in the first step over all parties in a given cabinet

in a country-year. The analytic formulation of our two-step procedure is as follows: first, for each party

(p) in the government (g), we computed

ϕ(p) =
# Party seats in national Parliament

# Government seats in national Parliament
× party CHESS scale (1)

and then, we obtained our final measure of government partisanship by computing

θ(g) =
1

|g|
∑
p∈g

ϕ(p) (2)

where |g| indicates the number of parties in the government. In doing so, we generated a weighted

average of each cabinet ideology that ranges from 1.1 to 8.4, with an average of 5.4 (and a median of

5.6). On this scale, the lowest values indicate a remarkably left-wing ideology (e.g. Cyprus’s AKEL

experience) while the highest values indicate a clear-cut right-wing ideology (e.g. Spain’s People’s Party

government). Given the regular update to the underlying data, the measure well captures ideological

changes occurring throughout the quarters under analysis.

Our measure combines the ideological direction of each party in the government with its relative

institutional weight, thus providing a distinct and refined measure of government partisan inclination.

15. The ParlGov cabinet database website is http://www.parlgov.org/. The Chapel Hill Expert Surveys Series is a 0−10
scale that indicates 0 for extreme left parties and 10 for extreme right parties. Measured every four years by surveying a
large sample of experts, the data this paper uses is from 2010.
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Obviously, there are other possible ways to capture the partisanship of any given government. For

example, it would be possible to assume that the ideology of a government is simply the ideology of its

largest party (or the ideology of the party the president belongs to), or that each party in cabinet has the

same weight, so that the cabinet ideology is the non-weighted average ideology of all its parties. There is

one additional approach that differs from ours: namely, to weigh each party according to the number of

ministries each of them has. But while equating the ideology of the cabinet with that of its main party

would certainly work well for single-party governments, it would not for multi-party ones. We believe

so because making such an assumption boils down to accepting that the main party in government can

pursue its preferred policy despite the other members in the governing coalition. This, in our view, is an

assumption that does not often match reality: if they have the votes, parties will govern by themselves;

and smaller parties do not enter the government unless they can influence policy outcomes. Hence, we

consider the ideology of all parties in the government.16

Besides these measures, our statistical models are estimated using a set of control variables that

capture the state of the Eurocrisis and the domestic macroeconomic conditions (see Table 2). Given

the central role that debt played in the politics of the European recession (Genovese and Schneider

2020), we control for Public Debt as a percentage of GDP, which is defined as the quarterly general

government consolidated gross debt as a percentage of national income. Current accounts have also

played a key role when defining bailout conditionality (Walter, Ray, and Redeker 2020). Hence, Balance

of Payments is defined as the quarterly balance of payments as a percentage of GDP. We also control

for countries’ risk premium, to capture the additional margin that creditors demand for a risky bond

in comparison to a neutral-risk bond, like the German one. Along these lines, the variable Sovereign

Interest Rate is the quarterly ten years bonds interest rate. All the macroeconomic variables are gathered

from Eurostat, and are first differenced to control for the change of macroeconomic conditions in the

past. Concentrating on the short-time change (first difference) of the macroeconomic control variables

not only makes for a parsimonious model but is also warranted because in the unfolding of the bailout

negotiations the changing state of the financial crisis seemed to be crucial. However, it is also true that

differences in trade deficits and debt levels may have influenced the outset of the negotiations and the

terms of necessary bailouts. As we describe below, we address this type of time-sticky heterogeneity by

estimating fixed effects and clustering errors at the country level. Nonetheless, alternative models show

that including the absolute levels of the macroeconomic variables and running more general dynamic

models does not affect the estimates of government partisanship (Table A.16 in the Appendix).

In addition to the level differences, in other models we also considered alternative relevant variables.

For example, we coded the timing of presidential and parliamentary elections as well as the inclusion

of partisan (versus independent) finance ministers in the cabinet. Our main models exclude these in-

dicators, since EU bailout talks were systematically delayed or halted whenever national elections were

16. To be sure, our empirical analyses allow for additional explorations that account for these alternative ways to capture
government partisanship. In additional estimations we use the Database for Political Institutions (DPI) executive left-right
measure as an ideology variable that captures the leaning of the major party (Scartascini, Cruz, and Keefer 2018). This
indicator drops the refined information captured by our measures, but does not alter the main substantive implications of
the findings. Additionally, as we show below, we substitute our partisanship measure with a Cabinet Composition (Schmidt
Index) measure in order to explore if the composition of cabinets matters.
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approaching,17 but alternative models in the Appendix estimate variables that may underline public

voters’ moods. The changes in cabinet composition are inherently included in the transformations to our

partisanship index that we investigate in additional analyses, but below we also discuss the implications

of non-cyclical elections.

4.2 Specification

Our outcomes are non-negative count variables with an excess of zeroes and over-dispersion.18 While in

alternative estimations we focus only on the onset of conditions, we retain the whole series of observations

for our main analyses. In our main models, we choose to estimate a zero-inflated negative binomial

(ZINB) regression, which assumes that there are two different data generating processes for the zeroes.

Specifically, it is assumed that there is a majority of zeroes generated by the fact that there was no bailout

going on; but there is also a smaller set of zeroes generated because some bailout package entailed no

measures for a certain period. Our ZINB models then estimate a regression with two separate stages,

similarly to other two-step models in this literature (Reinsberg, Kentikelenis, and Stubbs 2021): one is a

logit model that explains if a count is a true zero or otherwise, and the other is a negative binomial that

predicts the value of the count when the count is not a true zero. In the first stage model we include a

dummy that captures the occurrence of a bailout and a constant to predict the true zeroes.

A frequent challenge with our type of panel data is unobserved time-persistent unit heterogeneity,

which emerges when the outcome variable exhibits group-level variation beyond what can be explained

by the covariates alone. This heterogeneity is modelled here using fixed effects, which also control for

the different characteristics of each of the eight sampled countries.19 Additionally, while it may be

reasonable to assume that governments and the Troika have good forecasting capacities, we lag our

covariates. Specifically, we lag all the macroeconomic covariates by four quarters (one year), because we

expect policy preferences to take a while to emerge and move away (if at all) from the status quo, which

the literature usually takes as last year’s policy. By contrast, the government partisanship is lagged two

quarters (half year), because we believe that the partisanship of the bargaining government —and not

the future governments— principally affects the final agreement.20 Lagging also helps with addressing

the strict exogeneity assumption behind our estimators. In their original form, our macroeconomic

covariates —and especially public debt and the sovereign interest rate— fail this assumption. However,

a Wooldridge test with the lagged covariates suggests that none is endogenous at the 10% level. We

further differentiate the lagged macroeconomic covariates to make them stationary and avoid unit roots.

The first differences of the lagged macroeconomic variables seem appropriate if the recent change of the

17. For example, as Rickard and Caraway (2014) suggest, “IMF officials suspended talks with the Greek government in
the months before the 17 June 2012 snap election” (714–715).

18. Approximately two thirds of the observations are 0, as one can see in the scatterplots of bailout conditions against the
covariates reported in the Appendix. The variance of the Financial Conditions and the Public Sector Labour Conditions
are above 100, and the Pearson Dispersion statistic is greater than 1, indicating over-dispersion.

19. The fixed effects should be useful to capture country-specific idiosyncrasies behind each bailout. For example, some
foreign countries contributed to bailout programs included in our dataset. Russia participated in the Cypriot bailout,
some Scandinavian countries engaged with the Latvian program, and the United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark became
involved in the Irish case. Furthermore and perhaps related, the countries under analysis have different levels of EU
integration. We come back to these possible issues when discussing the robustness of our results.

20. It is however reassuring that the results are not sensitive to this specific lagging of partisanship, as discussed below.
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economy matters for governments’ bargaining positions.21

Our ZINB estimations incorporate linear and a quadratic time trends for any unaccounted time

dynamics. We cluster the standard errors on the country level, but alternative estimations that cluster

the errors on the time variable do not alter the interpretation of the findings.

5 Analyses

5.1 Main Results

Our goal is to estimate if left- and right-leaning governments in European bailout countries were able

to settle on more bailout conditions that belonged to the policy area of their opponents, hence de

facto burdening interests outside of their voters’ group. Before running the regression models, we first

descriptively investigated if the total number of conditions in European bailouts were a priori different

across different partisan governments —to check whether the driving form of variation in our data is the

total sum of conditions. We coded each recipient country-quarter observation as either ‘left’ or ‘right’,

based on whether the partisanship score of a country in that quarter is less than the average value in

the sample (5.4). Then, we ran a difference-in-means t-test to assess whether the average number of

total conditions imposed to left country-quarter observations is larger than that imposed to right ones.

On average left-wing recipient country-quarter are imposed 0.86 more conditions than right-wing ones,

but this difference is not statistically significant (p-value = 0.64). So, left governments do not seem

to be imposed more conditions than right ones, at least not unconditionally. This is important given

that the literature on conditionality (in developing countries) has suggested that right governments often

receive fewer conditions than left governments. It also suggests that at the bailout negotiations there

were degrees of freedom and flexibility over policy, as assumed by our theory.

Based on this premise, we move to our econometric estimations. Our main regression results are

presented in Table 3. Each column in the table presents the estimations for a model where the dependent

variable is noted on top. The first column refers to a model of Financial Sector Conditions, while the

second model refers to Public Sector Labour Conditions. For each of the two outcome variables, the

models include a linear and a quadratic time spline, as well as country fixed effects. We find that the

first differenced macroeconomic variables have weak effects; only debt and balance of payments have

a stable positive correlation with the public sector labour conditions —a result consistent with other

findings about the politics of the Eurocrisis (Walter, Ray, and Redeker 2020). Importantly, we find that

Government Partisanship has an effect on conditionality in line with our expectations. The variable

estimates are negative and statistically significant for the finance sector conditions, and positive and

statistically significant for the public sector labour conditions. This means that a right government is

less likely to receive conditions related to the realm of private elites, capital banks, and other domestic

actors closer to their policy agenda. By contrast, a left government is less likely to agree on conditions

closer to their more salient interest groups, namely workers in the public sector.

21. Specifying both lag-differentiated and lagged-only macroeconomic covariates does not change the substantive findings,
as we discuss below.
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The parameter estimates indicate that the model predicts a substantive portion of the outcomes

(i.e.,whether or not a country is a certain zero). The dispersion parameter also suggests that the model

is properly specified. In terms of meaningfulness, there are multiple ways to estimate the substantive

effects of these models. By exponentiating the ZINB coefficients we estimate that, if a country were to

become more right wing by one scale point, the expected number of financial conditions would decrease

by a factor of circa 0.8 while holding all other variables constant. And vice versa, the expected number

of public sector labour conditions would increase by a factor of 0.9. A unit change to the right on the

partisanship scale corresponds roughly to the change Hungary went through with the 2014 elections (it

went from a value of 5.6, close to the sample average, to a value of 6.6). In those elections, Viktor Orban’s

Fidesz party managed to secure a larger majority in the parliament thanks to an electoral reform designed

by Fidesz itself. Negative binomial estimates expect a change of this type to decrease, on average, the

number of financial conditions by about 1. The effect size is thus about half of a standard deviation for

this dependent variable (see Table 2).

The estimates also expect an increment of 1 unit on the partisanship scale to increase, on average,

the number of labour conditions by about 0.9. The effect is almost the size of one standard deviation

for this dependent variable. Thus, the effect of partisanship (moving to the right) appears larger on

labour conditions than on financial conditions when considering the distributions of the two dependent

variables.

Furthermore, to illustrate the range of effects across the government partisanship spectrum, Figure 3

reports the predicted effects calculated for the varying values of Government Partisanship based respec-

tively on Model 1 and Model 2, keeping the other variables at the mean. The top plot shows that moving

from a left towards a right ideology halves the probability of financial sector conditions. By contrast, the

bottom plot suggests that moving from the left towards the right almost doubles public sector conditions,

though the uncertainty increases at higher values of the partisanship indicator.

The results are largely in line with our theoretical claim, but do these partisanship findings reflect

the mechanism in the theory, or does partisanship also correlate with other bailout conditionality met-

rics? Do the results veil the likelihood of left or right governments to strike more conditions or more

technical bailouts? To respond to these concerns, we ran additional models where we analyse our addi-

tional conditionality measures: namely, Sum of All Conditions and Other (Non-Public Sector) Labour

Conditions. Columns 3 and 4 in Table 3 report the results. With regards to the sum of all conditions,

we find that, while right governments seem to receive fewer conditions than left governments on average,

the negative coefficients of partisanship is not significant. Similarly, right governments seem to agree on

more technical labour issues, but this pattern is not statistically significant. In these estimations, the

macroeconomic variables seem more relevant at explaining the conditionality measures in the bailout

accords, as some literature has suggested (Mosley, Harrigan, and Toye 1995). Quite remarkably, these

results are consistent with our underlying theory that negotiating governments would convince the Troika

to place a strong focus on the most salient partisan politics driving government ideology —or, in fact,

their opponents.

All observations, including those without Memoranda of Understanding (MoU), are used in our main
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Table 3: The Effect of Government Partisanship on EU Bailout Conditions

Financial
Sector

Conditions

Public
Sector
Labour

Conditions

Non-Public
Sector
Labour

Conditions

Sum of all
Conditions

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Government Partisanship: L - Rt−2 -0.156∗∗ 0.379∗∗ -0.120 -0.280
(0.0301) (0.0682) (0.149) (0.152)

δ Public Debtt−4 0.0129 0.0315 0.0354 0.0195
(0.0123) (0.0301) (0.0215) (0.0121)

δ Balance of Paymentst−4 -0.00264 0.0313 -0.0120 -0.0325∗

(0.00884) (0.0251) (0.00847) (0.0130)
δ Interest Ratet−4 -0.0511 0.0783 0.135∗ 0.132∗∗

(0.0750) (0.133) (0.0617) (0.0270)
Time Spline 0.225 0.576∗ 0.355∗ 0.462∗∗

(0.142) (0.230) (0.164) (0.121)
Quadratic Time Spline -0.00779∗ -0.0189∗∗ -0.0106∗ -0.0136∗∗

(0.00314) (0.00663) (0.00466) (0.00227)
Constant 0.984 -6.877∗∗ -1.747 0.0484

(1.704) (2.093) (1.787) (1.584)

Ongoing Bailout (inflated) -5.798∗∗ -4.686∗∗ -4.586∗∗ -4.838∗∗

(0.996) (0.875) (1.095) (1.049)
Constant (inflated) 4.511∗∗ 2.954∗ 3.308∗∗ 2.583∗∗

(1.051) (1.264) (1.145) (0.946)

Constant (ln(α)) -3.928 -13.57∗∗ -1.217 -0.686∗∗

(2.601) (2.203) (0.720) (0.222)

AIC 383.1 226.3 352.7 807.2
Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Observations 224 224 224 224
Number of Zeroes 154 181 166 126

The columns report estimates of four zero-inflated negative binomial models of the four dependent variables described
at the top of the table. The first stage of the regressions, which models the zeros with a dummy of ongoing bailout
negotiations and a constant, is reported at the bottom of the table.

Standard errors clustered around countries in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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analysis. However, excluding observations without MoU may be equally adequate, because it is when

MoUs are decided when real negotiations are taking place, opening up the room for partisan effects.

Hence, in Table 4, we report two other sets of models of the main dependent variables of interest

(i.e.,financial sector and public sector labour conditions). Columns 1 and 2 are naive ZINB models for

the data subsample without ongoing bailouts. Columns 3 and 4 are Poisson models for a subsample

of all observations with at least one condition. The first two models essentially replicate the results in

Table 3, once again suggesting that the specification of the original model is justified and that ZINB

models perform well in the prediction of the zeros. The latter models are also informative, because they

suggest that the effects of the change of government partisanship on the left-to-right scale are not only

an artefact of going from zero to one condition, but rather a function of the distribution of conditions.

The Poisson models are also helpful to calculate substantive effects by allowing the calculation of first

differences via simulation approach. Along these lines, we perform 1, 000 draws from a multivariate

distribution based on models 3 and 4 in Table 4, and calculate the quantities reported in Figure 4. The

graph shows that one standard deviation change of government partisanship (which is common in our

dataset) increases conditions by about 0.1 for both categories of reforms. This is a meaningful quantity,

especially for the public sector labour conditions, as the maximum value of this variable in our sample

is 6.

5.2 Robustness

Our findings are robust to a number of additional tests. In the Appendix, we show that the results

hold if we cluster errors at the quarter level instead of the country level (Table A.2). The results

remain also statistically consistent with our theoretical findings if we estimate linear models that ignore

the structure of the zeros (Table A.3) or if we run population-averaged panel models for overdispersed

outcome variables instead (Table A.4).

We ensure that the results are not sensitive to the time lags chosen for our main regression equation.

Specifying one instead of two quarter lags for our government partisanship weakens the magnitude of

the effects (as expected) but overall does not change the direction of our main results (see Table A.5 in

the Appendix). We also estimated our models using a twice-lagged version of the macroeconomic control

variables (Table A.6) and substituting one of the core macroeconomic variables —debt— with a more

fine-grained IMF measure of government indebtedness towards the domestic financial sector (Table A.7).

Across these alternative models, the coefficients of the partisanship variable are substantively the same

in terms of size and magnitude, and the statistical significance is overall confirmed

To probe that our results are not merely driven by the construction of the main explanatory variables,

in additional analyses reported in the Appendix (Table A.8) we exploit the three-level indicator for

executive ideology from the 2017 version of the Database of Political Institutions (Scartascini, Cruz,

and Keefer 2018). These models confirm the results of our main estimations, which however use a more

refined and weighted measure of ideology. One may also be concerned with the fact that our sample

includes two countries —namely, Romania and Hungary— that do not belong to the European Monetary

Union (EMU), and which may not concern IFIs with the same pressure that Eurozone countries did.
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Table 4: The Effect of Government Partisanship: Alternative Specifications

Financial
Sector

Conditions

Public
Sector
Labour

Conditions

Financial
Sector

Conditions

Public
Sector
Labour

Conditions

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Government Partisanship: L - Rt−2 -0.156∗∗ 0.381∗∗ -0.126∗∗ 0.239∗∗

(0.0292) (0.0641) (0.0407) (0.0363)
δ Public Debtt−4 0.0126 0.0329 0.0159 -0.0303∗∗

(0.0124) (0.0299) (0.0116) (0.00960)
δ Balance of Paymentst−4 -0.00264 0.0303 -0.00599 -0.0169

(0.00880) (0.0243) (0.00787) (0.0124)
δ Interest Ratet−4 -0.0507 0.0787 -0.0843 0.0781

(0.0748) (0.126) (0.0629) (0.125)
Time Spline 0.224 0.526∗ 0.157 0.311∗∗

(0.144) (0.213) (0.132) (0.0658)
Quadratic Time Spline -0.00773∗ -0.0180∗∗ -0.00588∗ -0.0116∗∗

(0.00317) (0.00583) (0.00294) (0.00180)
Constant 0.994 -6.216∗∗ 1.382 -2.511∗∗

(1.727) (2.083) (1.454) (0.701)

Constant (inflated) -1.284∗∗ -1.629∗∗

(0.354) (0.516)

Constant (ln(α)) -3.888 -14.57∗∗

(2.509) (1.514)

AIC 370.1 205.7 257.2 125.4
Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Observations 106 106 70 43
Number of Zeroes 37 65

Models 1 and 2 report estimates of zero-inflated negative binomial models for the subsample of quarter-countries for
which there was an ongoing bailout negotiation (the first stage, which models the zeros with a constant, is reported
at the bottom of the table). Models 3 and 4 report estimates of Poisson models for quarter-countries where one or
more conditions are observed.

Standard errors clustered around countries in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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The non-EMU countries may place less relevance to Euro politics and approach bailouts differently, also

because they have different (more) policy levers to implement reforms. In alternative estimations (Table

A.9), we drop these two non-EMU countries. The results remain largely confirmed, and in fact are even

stronger than those reported in the main findings.

We previously discussed the potential concerns with the possibility that election mechanisms may get

in the way of the logic presented in the paper. Our executive partisanship measure de facto integrates

information about cabinet changes and potential voting reshuffling; however, it is possible that voters’

moods before an election may already affect bailout negotiations. In order to investigate these dynamics,

we focus on the yearly trends in labor mobilization (as captured by the percentage of trade union density

rate) to measure concerns of public sector security that may stimulate left votes, and trends of incoming

foreign investment (as GDP percentage) to measures concerns with capital inflows that may trigger right

votes. The former measure comes from ILO (we complemented this with OECD for Hungary 2013,

which is missing from ILO). The latter measures come from the World Bank. The models that control

for these two variables are reported in Table A.10 in the Appendix. The negative and positive effect of

government partisanship on financial and public sector conditions is statistically significant.

In a similar vain, there is a possibility that unemployment drove some form of labour and market

frictions and influenced the crisis severity in the EU context. To control for unemployment, we retrieved

the quarterly rates from the Eurostat dataset, as well as the yearly public sector and youth unemployment

rate statistics (which we then spread across the quarters). The results that control for these measures

are in the Appendix (Table A.11). The statistical effect and significance of the government partisanship

remain unaltered by these additional control variables.

What about the effect of a sudden replacement of the prime minister or, more generally, non-cyclical

elections and unexpected government turnovers? To explore these questions, we ran two robustness

checks controlling with a binary variable coding whether the government changed in a country-quarter

and, separately, whether the government changed unexpectedly (i.e.,outside cyclical elections, for example

when heads of governments resigned from office or failed in receiving a vote of confidence from parliament;

in our dataframe, we identify 13 unexpected government turnovers). When running the regression models

using the lagged turnover variables, we find that the results are robust for all models, as we show in the

Appendix (Table A.12).

We also explore if our logic of partisanship effects on bailout negotiations in the EU entails that

more homogenous/stable cabinets are better able to achieve reforms in line with their political interest.

While our original measure weighs a government’s ideology by a party’s representational magnitude in

parliament, it may be possible that ideology may be more directly connected to the cabinet members.

So, in divided or more ideologically heterogeneous cabinets, members of the opposing ideology may

sometimes block such reforms, and bailout negotiations may get messier at the mercy of IFIs. In the

Appendix, we show models that cluster errors around cabinets. The results reported in Table A.13 are

overall consistent with our main findings.

Furthermore, in Table A.14, we report additional regressions of the financial sector and labour public

sector conditions that substitute our main government partisanship indicators with a Cabinet Composi-
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tion (Schmidt Index) measure retrieved from the Quality of Government (QoG) database.22 Overall, we

find that there is some truth to the idea that cabinet composition, and specifically the clear-cut domi-

nance of a party wing, motivates more scapegoating techniques and therefore more opponents’ policies

in bailouts, especially with respect to financial conditions.

Along similar lines, we consider the party ideology of the finance ministry, which is often in charge

of IFI negotiations. Data from the partisan identification of the minister comes from the WhoGov

dataset.23 The relevant variable is rescaled so that it takes the value of −1 for left, 0 for an independent,

and 1 for right party identification. We find that a ministry of finance that is right-wing decreases the

volume of financial sector conditions, and that controlling for this reduces the significance of the effect

of the partisanship of government. However, given that right-wing governments tend to have right-wing

finance ministries, this result implies that any variation to right cabinet composition matters little for the

purpose of financial sector conditions because that partisan signal is already captured by the ministry

of finance. Importantly, we also find that even controlling for the orientation of the ministry of finance

does not affect the direction and significance of government partisanship for the public sector labour

conditions: while having a right finance minister decreases the likelihood of conditions in the public

sector, right cabinets still strike more public sector labour conditions than left cabinets. These results

(reported in Table A.15) confirm the credibility of our argument: right cabinets negotiating with the

Troika used the negotiations as a scapegoat mechanism.

Lastly, in the Appendix we propose a longer specification that exploits both change and level effects

of the covariates in our model (Table A.16), as well as a a model in which we interact the macroeconomic

variables with the partisanship indicator (Table A.17). These additional analyses reveal interesting pat-

terns. For example, the short-term change of executive partisanship (by virtue of government reshuffling

or elections) affects the likelihood of financial sector conditions. Similarly, while the effect of parti-

sanship on financial sector conditions does not seem to be magnified by the macroeconomic variables,

public debt interacts significantly with partisanship with respect to public sector labour conditions. In

practical terms, right-wing governments seem to agree on more public sector labour reforms unless their

country is highly indebted, in which case the likelihood of those reforms decreases —possibly because

domestic partisan conflict is discounted vis-à-vis the pain of massive public sector reforms, in line with

research showing the influence fiscal constraints have on domestic political battles and intrinsic political

motivations (Karagiannis and Konstantinidis 2015). These results point to a number of relevant side

findings, but more importantly confirm the directions in which right and left partisanship among EU

governments shaped the conditional reforms agreed with international lenders.

6 Conclusion

A robust and growing literature focuses on the domestic determinants of bailout programmes around the

world. Many studies have focused on structural as well as strategic sources of conditionality. Recently,

more research has sought to explain the implications of conditionality rather than the politics leading to

22. This data does not include Cyprus.
23. The data is available on https://politicscentre.nuffield.ox.ac.uk/whogov-dataset/.
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it. And even among the studies that focus on the political dynamics between domestic representatives and

international lenders, researchers have lately concentrated on these relations in the context of developing

countries, dismissing or ignoring the onset of developed countries ridden by recent financial crises.

Using the case of the Eurocrisis, this paper seeks to refocus on the politics of bailout conditionality

in developed countries, where the close relations between domestic leaders and international lenders

—we argue— yield a special type of bailout bargaining. Focusing on developed European democracies

assisted throughout the 2010s, we suggest that partisan ideology of domestic governments had a major

weight in dictating the policy nature of bailout packages in the continent. We argue that the important

role of partisan ideology is provided by a ‘political cover’ intention by domestic governments combined

with a general policy neutrality of international lenders. In developing the argument, this paper claims

that governments stick to the preferred reform positions of their partisan bases (Bearce 2003; Dreher,

Sturm, and Vreeland 2013; Quinn and Toyoda 2007). Consequently, executives push for conditionality

packages that are consistent with their more salient ideological programmes. Remarkably, this is not a

forceful and one-sided bargain, but a more fluid process in that international financial institutions are

generally willing to concede to the partisan core of the governments. Specifically, we conjecture that in

the European financial crisis, IFIs agreed to put less emphasis on the issues that are more contentious to

right and left governments, respectively and equivalently. We therefore conclude that the international

lenders involved in the European bailout negotiations, and specifically the Troika, were more passive and

less inflexible than some other literature suggests.

We formalise our theory, and then present new empirical evidence from the Eurocrisis that supports

the proposed argument. Statistical models of original data from all bailout agreements signed in Europe

between 2008 and 2015 indicate that the bailout conditions for a more conservative government include

fewer finance-related requests, such as capital control or market liberalisation constraints. By contrast,

the conditions for a more left-wing government include fewer public sector labour reforms such as cuts

to wages. So, while the results confirm the common belief that government partisanship matters a great

deal in the course of bailout negotiations, they also indicate that governments of different partisanship

types come out of the negotiations with conditions that are consistent with the policy preferences of their

core ideology.

Our findings enrich the current political economy literature in a number of ways. First, on the Euro-

pean politics side, the findings accompany recent studies on the Eurocrisis, many of which have mostly

focused on other sources of bailout agreements such as voters’ preferences and economic institutions

(Bulfone and Tassinari 2021). Second, on the politics of international finance, the results stand in con-

trast to work indicating that governments of one type of ideology are more likely to receive preferential

treatment from international funders (e.g. Beazer and Woo 2015). In fact, this paper suggests that the

partisan type of a democratic government is an important predictor of the type of policy prescriptions

included in a rescue contract, independently of whether this is more right- or left-leaning. Thus, our

work is connected to the logic of scapegoating (Vreeland 1999), which suggests that governments covertly

seek conditionality that conforms to their desired reforms while blaming international creditors for them.

At the same time, our study enriches this take in arguing that the IFIs allowed European governments
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to do that by permitting them to negotiate less conditions of the type that is closer to the salient issues

of their partisan base, everything else constant.

Our study complements international conditionality research that focuses on the role of interest group

organisations (Blanton, Blanton, and Peksen 2015; Caraway, Rickard, and Anner 2012) and electoral

cycles (Dreher 2003; Rickard and Caraway 2014) on conditional reforms, showing that even without time-

sensitive commitment devices such as elections, governments can influence the conditionality approach of

international institutions. International lenders are of course political (Copelovitch 2010a; Stone 2008),

but at times may act as passive agenda takers in order to allow domestic governments to direct the type of

conditionality. Clearly, the validity of our argument may be circumscribed to developed democracies for

which international lenders are —perhaps by choice, although possibly by force— flexible. Nonetheless,

our theory and evidence suggest that international lenders may be important enablers of scapegoating for

both left and right governments, and that bailout agreements do sometimes go beyond a ‘one-size-fits-all’

austerity program (Stiglitz 2009).

Finally, a wider implication of our findings is that IFIs’ policy design is particularly sensitive to

who the target countries are and how close these may be to IFI’s main shareholders. The mechanisms

proposed in this paper suggest bailout outcomes that may not work in the Global South, and may

not travel to the rescue negotiations of governments of developing countries. These political biases —

which have important economic policy and market policy implications— evidence why some developing

countries may resort to China as a new lender of last resort. They are also further reasons in support of

rethinking international conditionality requirements and rescue programs in view of new looming global

crises compound with increasing democratic backsliding.
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Figure 1: Financial Conditions across Countries and Time

Figure 2: Public Sector Labour Conditions across Countries and Time
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Figure 3: The Effect of Government Partisanship on Bailout Financial Sector Conditions
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These plots report the predicted number of conditions as Government Partisanship goes from low to high values. The
estimations of the predictions (solid line) are based on Model 1 and Model 2 in Table 3. The bars report 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 4: Substantive effects for changes in government partisanship (from the mean to one standard
deviation above the mean) on bailout conditions
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The two dots refer to the substantive effects (first differences) estimated for the two models of Financial Sector Conditions
and Public Sector Labour Conditions, respectively, based on 1,000 simulation draws with estimates of Models 3 and 4
in Table 4 as specifications. Error bars indicate 83% confidence intervals, which show that the two mean effects are
significantly different from each other.
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